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Abstract: Strabismus is a medical condition that is defined as the lack of
coordination between the eyes. When Strabismus is detected at an early age,
the chances of curing it are higher. The methods used to detect strabismus
and measure its degree of deviation are complex and time-consuming, and
they always require the presence of a physician. In this paper, we present a
method of detecting strabismus and measuring its degree of deviation using
videos of the patient’s eye region under a cover test. Our method involves
extracting features from a set of training videos (training corpora) and using
them to build a classifier. A decision tree (ID3) is built using labeled cases from
actual strabismus diagnosis. Patterns are extracted from the corresponding
videos of patients, and an association between the extracted features and
actual diagnoses is established. Matching Rules from the correlation plot are
used to predict diagnoses for future patients. The classifier was tested using
a set of testing videos (testing corpora). The results showed 95.9% accuracy,
4.1%were light cases and could not be detected correctly from the videos, half
of them were false positive and the other half was false negative.

Keywords: Data mining; strabismus; video analysis; angle of deviation;
decision tree

1 Introduction

The condition of lack of coordination between the eyes is referred to as strabismus. Strabis-
mus causes the eyes to fail to align properly, so that they cannot focus on a single point. Unilateral
strabismus is a condition in which the misalignment affects only one eye. If it affects both, it is
defined as alternating strabismus [1–3].

Early identification of strabismus is crucial. In children, strabismus can be treated if diagnosed
at an early stage. Angles of deviation in patients are important for judging the severity of the
case and planning surgical intervention [4].
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The main medical manual tests for diagnosing strabismus are as follows:

• The corneal light reflex test, which assesses a light reflection from the center of the pupil
and estimates its displacement.

• The Maddox rod technique, which estimates eye movement by using filters and distorting
lenses [2].

• The cover test, which is usually performed manually. A doctor covers each eye in turn,
observes the eye movement, and then estimates the angle of deviation. This test depends
heavily on the doctor’s skill [4,5].

Computerized strabismus tests are now available, however. Existing computer methods are
either image based or video-based, both categories use eye-tracking, which can be obtained from
sequential images or video frames of the patient’s eyes [6,7].

Computerized image analysis is used to simulate a cover test. Many systems use an infrared
camera to simulate cover tests. For the computerized image analysis, the Hirschberg test has also
been performed, but it gives less precision. Eye-tracking techniques are also used for strabismus
diagnosis through the analysis of gaze deviations [8–11].

In this paper, we propose a computerized strabismus diagnosis technique for the cover test
using video analysis. In the proposed system, (assume actual implementation of the system in a
nurse or school room) the subject should be placed with his chin toward the camera, and a video
of the cover test is taken: one eye is covered for a few seconds and then uncovered. This can be
done by a nurse or schoolteacher (as done by the researchers in [12]).

The system is trained using a training corpus that includes videos of patients and their actual
doctors’ diagnoses. We build a feature-extraction mechanism from the videos and associate it with
the actual diagnosis to generate rules. For diagnosis of new patients, videos of patients go through
the feature extraction, and then classified according to the generated rules. The algorithms are
applied to video recordings taken with an ordinary camera.

Traditional diagnosis methods, which require medical professionals and manual labor, are usu-
ally expensive [4]. Most patients diagnosed with strabismus also come from poor neighborhoods
and do not usually have the privilege of expensive medical facilities. A solution that does not
require trained physicians is needed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related work is surveyed in Section 2, method-
ology of the proposed system is presented in Section 3, along with the proposed algorithm and
feature-extraction technique. The proposed system design is presented in Section 4, along with
the decision tree. Experimental results are discussed in Section 5, and conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.

2 Related Work

Strabismus detection in children is complicated by the fact that they are often uncooperative.
Thus, researchers have worked to develop ways to detect strabismus and measure its degree of
deviation easily. These methods take a variety of approaches, from simulating different ophthalmic
charts to using photography and image processing.

In [3], the authors performed accurate gaze-direction measurements with free head movement
to estimate strabismus angles. The authors tested three positions: gaze ahead, gaze ahead with
head movement, and fixed head with different eye movements. Their system can be applied to
the measurement of angles of deviation that do not depend on head pose. In [6], the authors
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adopted eye-position metrics using video-based clinical techniques. The system proposed by [7]
uses a virtual instrument to experimentally detect extraocular motility using Hess test; a group
of features are proposed to characterize the extraocular data to detect paralytic strabismus. The
system proposed by [8] detects strabismus using convolutional neural networks; an eye tracker
detects eye motion and feeds an image to the neural network. The authors in [9] proposed
automatic ocular alignment for strabismus detection using U-NET networks. They devised an
algorithm for computing the distance between the center of the iris center and corner of the eye
with an accuracy of approximately 96%. In [10], the authors introduced an eye-tracking-aided
digital system for strabismus diagnosis: The gaze is observed while the patient looks at a specific
target. Feature extraction was performed from the gaze data, and new patients are diagnosed using
these features.

In [11], the authors proposed studying an intelligent evaluation system for strabismus using
digital videos. The study computerized the cover test. They captured videos with an infrared
camera and measured the angle of deviation from the pupil center to the corneal reflex point.
In [3], they presented accurate gaze direction metrics for strabismus angle estimation. Direct
measurement and stepwise interpolation are used to efficiently assess the deviation angle.

A computer-based system was presented by [13] for strabismus and amblyopia therapy. It
allows for quick measurement of visual impairments in children and youths. Strabismus was
diagnosed by features using photo-screening, in which a digital camera is placed 4m from the
child, the child’s attention is attracted by a toy placed above the lens, and when the child is in
the correct position, the shutter is depressed. After taking on picture in horizontal alignment, the
camera is turned vertically for the second. The two sets of pictures are displayed on the screen,
and Adobe Photoshop is used to process the images, or the photos are retaken if the quality is
too low. The test results showed 92.6% agreement between the proposed system and the results
given by an examiner. The sensitivity and specificity were 94.6% and 90.1%, respectively.

In [14], the authors investigated graph comprehension in students with dyslexia. A more
complex study presented the emulation of physicians’ tasks in eye-tracked virtual reality for remote
diagnosis of neurodegenerative disease [15]. The authors used a VR display and an infrared cam-
era, integrated both into the lens, and created a 3D virtual paradigm. Then they simulated tasks
such as saccades that are required for diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases. This methodology
can be extended to the cover test.

An automated diagnosis of strabismus, measuring the deviation of the eye from the difference
of the pupil center and its deviation are captured by [16]. The authors introduced a computerized
system using eye tracking and full-occlusion lenses. The system provides a speedy measurement
with high accuracy in children and on the angle of deviation.

In [17], the authors discussed treatment of amblyopia in adults with dichoptic training
using the Oculus Rift head-mounted virtual reality display. In [18], the authors used randomized
controlled trials to test video clips and interactive games for improving vision in children with
amblyopia. In [19], the authors used intelligent evaluation of strabismus in videos based on an
automated cover test.

In [20], the authors proposed a virtual reality game designed to help amblyopics. In [21],
the authors assessed collaborative processes using physiological and eye-movement couplings.
Robust and accurate eye-contour extractions are discussed by [22]. In [23], the authors investi-
gated the automatic diagnosis of strabismus using digital videos and a cover test. In [24], the
authors improved a computerized stimulus-tracking method for strabismus using a cover test.
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An automated strabismus detection system based on deep neural networks is introduced for
telemedicine applications by [25]. In [26], the authors described a video vision development
assessment system, an analog video-based scheme that combined Brückner pupil red reflex
imaging technique and eccentric photo refraction. They used the system to screen children for
amblyogenic factors.

In this paper, we propose a novel system that fully automates cover test using video processing
of video data sets of the region of the patients eye. The system performs strabismus detection and
angle of deviation classification using decision tree. Since number of different cases are limited and
the boundaries between cases are well defined, we found that decision tree classifier is appropriate.
The system uses personal computer and a video camera; it does not need any specific equipment
or special lighting or setting.

In Tab. 1 we introduced a comparison of automated strabismus systems in literature. The
table summarizes the test to be computerized, degree of automation, and the output of the
computerized system. It also presents the used data set and the results in terms of accuracy.

Table 1: Comparison of automated strabismus systems in literature

References Name of
strabismus test
to be
computerized

Degree
of
automation

Output Requires
medical
specialist

Need for
special
instrument

Data
set

Results

[7] Hess test Semi-
automated
application

Presence of
strabismus

Yes Pair of red/green
goggles

Not included Not included

[8,10] Get gaze
data for
strabismus
detection,
using CNN
and SVM

Automated Presence of
strabismus

No Eye tracker device
Tobii X2-60

17 strabismus,
and 25 normal
subjects

Highest
accuracy was
95.2%

[9] Hirschberg
test using
U-NET and
ResNet

Automated Angle of
deviations

No No Private
strabismus
dataset
(images),
45 patients

Accuracy of
98.4%.

[11] Cover-
uncover
test

Automated Presence of
strabismus

No Liquid crystal
shutter glasses,
camera

One case Not
mentioned

[3] Estimate the
center of
curvature of
the cornea

Automated Strabismus
angle

No 3 camera, stereo
system with a set
of infrared (IR)
LEDs

Three
orthotropic
adults

Accuracy of
0.5◦ on
strabismus
angle
estimation

[16] EyeSwift
system based
on eye
tracking,
patients are
located
50 cms from
the camera

Automated Deviation
measure-
ment

No Near-infrared
lighting, infrared
camera and
wireless glasses

69 patients Recognized
the same
deviation
direction as
the manual
PACT in all
cases

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued).

References Name of
strabismus test
to be
computerized

Degree
of
automation

Output Requires
medical
specialist

Need for
special
instrument

Data
set

Results

[19] Assessment of
strabismus in
digital videos,
utilizing the
cover test.
(Calculated hori-
zontal/vertical
deviations from
the origin of the
iris in pixels)

Automated Deviation
calculation

No Infrared camera,
stepper motor,
controller

15 adults and
4 children

90% on
average

[23] Performed eye
tracking by
applying the
template
matching
technique on the
delimited eye
regions

Automated Diagnose
strabismus
and
measure
angle of
deviation

15 videos Accuracy
value of 87%

[24] Consists of a
stimulus module
for realizing the
cover test, and
video acquisition
module for
motion capture

Automated
(has a
mechanical
part that
slides to
cover the
eye)

Strabismus
detection
and angle
of
deviation
calculation

Yes (They
proposed
eye move-
ment
measure-
ment
algorithm
as future
work)

An occlude to
conduct the cover
test, infrared
camera, and step
motor

One
strabismus
patient

They observed
the movement
of the eye
manually

[25] Deep neural
networks to
achieve
auto-strabismus
detection on the
founded Tele
strabismus
dataset

Fully
automated

Strabismus
diagnosis is
performed
by applying
CNNs
based on
the
segmented
eye regions

No No Tele
strabismus
dataset. 5685
images

Detection
strabismus,
but not angle
of deviation,
Accuracy 97%

Our
proposed
system

Cover test Fully
automated

Strabismus
detection
and angle
of
deviation
calculation

No No, PC and video
camera

Video
dataset [12]

Detection
strabismus &
angle of
deviation,
Accuracy
95.9%

In Tab. 2 we summarized other automated systems that help in treatment or training for
strabismus patients using the same criteria used in Tab. 1.
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Table 2: Summary of automated therapy systems that help in treatment or training for
strabismus patients

References Name of
strabismus test
to be computerized

Degree of
automation

Output Requires
medical
specialist

Need for
special
instrument

Data set Results

[13] Therapy for
strabismus
patient through
animation to
motivate the
amblyopic eye

Automated Therapy No Anaglyph
glasses.

Not
mentioned

Not
mentioned

[17] Therapy Automated Dichoptic
visual training

Yes Computer
game,
Diplopia
Game, virtual
reality head
mounted
display

17 subjects
(10 men, 7
women)

Mean BCVA
in amblyopic
eye improved
significantly
from a log
MAR value of
0.58± 0.35
before training
to a
post-training
value of
0.43± 0.38

[18] Treatment to
increase vision in
children with
amblyopia

Automated
under
supervision

Treatment Yes Video clips
and interactive
games I-BiT
system (Three
arms
controller had
dichoptic
stimulation
using shutter
glass
technology)

75 patients, 67
were residual
amblyopia, 70
had an
associated
strabismus.

Modest vision
improvement

[20] Special game to
assist Diplopia
patients. The
game delivers a
different image
for each eye,
forcing the two
eyes to work
together in order
to win the game.

Automated Assist people
with amblyopia
reinstate vision
in their
amblyopic eye.

No Oculus rift
head-tracker
(HMD) and a
Leap Motion
motor.

Conference
attendees

Not
mentioned

3 Methods

In this paper, we are introducing a novel technique utilizes intelligent classification method-
ology for videos. For each patient with a known diagnosis, the video of the eye region goes
through the feature extraction algorithm and attaches the features to the case’s actual diagnosis
and degree of deviation, as determined by a physician. Videos of the patients’ eyes and the classes
of strabismus attached to them is extracted from the data set in [12]. The collection of videos is
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divided into two corpuses: the training corpus and testing corpus. Data description and system
description are depicted in the following subsections.

3.1 Data Collection
We used Video Dataset for Strabismus Cover Tests from the data set in [12]. The data set

includes videos for eye region before and after cover test for the left eye and the right eye. This
video dataset (VD-ACTSE dataset) was developed for strabismus detection. The video is acquired
when the subject performs the automated cover tests. The patient was placed 60 cm apart from
the camera [12]. The video has a frame rate of 60 fps at a length of about 50 s. Each video has
strabismus cover test for 8 patients for each eye, for a total of 192 videos for different patients.
Only the eye region was recorded in the video. We divided each video manually into 8 videos with
labeled diagnosis for each division. The label was the diagnosis from the physician and includes
the existence of strabismus and angles of deviation. We labeled each video division as for left or
right eye.

3.2 Feature Extraction of the Proposed System
The system consists of five phases: 1) preprocessing; 2) populating the database with actual

patients’ diagnosis from labeled videos from physicians [12]; 3) extracting features from the
patients’ videos using G-Transform and saving them in a database; 4) training; and 5) testing.

3.2.1 Preprocessing
The first step is the preprocessing phase, and it is applied to the set of videos of patients

in the training corpus. Each video in this set is labeled by a physician including diagnosis, and
angles of deviation. The diagnosis can be “no strabismus” in any eye with angle of deviation <5.
Otherwise the diagnosis is strabismus with the denoted angle of deviation. We have four different
diagnosis as such: No Strabismus, Unilateral Strabismus with angles of deviation equal to �left,
Unilateral Strabismus with angles of deviation equal to �right, or Alternating Strabismus with
angles of deviation equal to �left and �right.

The preprocessing of each labeled patient’s video is comprised of discarding frames with
blinking. We have to note that the eyes region in each frame of the video which is already
extracted in the patients’ videos in [12] and is included in the metadata for each case.

We used the algorithm proposed by [27,28] to discard frames that include blinking. Eyelids
are extracted using algorithm proposed by [27], they utilize Fourier feature for uniquely detection
of the eyelids. The eye blinking value is determined for each eye and stored in the Eye blinking
signal as depicted in Eq. (1).

Eye blinking=max
((

1− d
dr

)
, 0

)
(1)

where d is the vertical distance between the upper lid and lower lid, dr is the diameter of the iris
which is usually constant among people.

Eye blinking takes only few milliseconds. With videos of 60 frames per second, the eye
blinking usually takes two frames.
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3.2.2 Saving Actual Physician Diagnosis for Each Patient
The second step is to populate the database with the labeled diagnosis of the patient. The

labeled diagnosis of patient P includes the diagnosis and the angle of deviation of both left eye
and right eye.

Then, the features of each patient from actual physician diagnosis, FEATURESP, will be
saved in the database along with their labels. FEATURESP is a tuple for patient Pm that includes:

>Patient-Idm, diagnosesm, �left(m), �right(m)<

3.2.3 Extracting Features Using G-Transform
In this step, the system extracts a set of features from patients’ videos using the movement

of the Iris during the cover test using G-Transform. The extraction of the features is described
as follows:

a. Extract the features from each patient’s video in the training corpus, FEATURESV , using
G-Transform.

b. FEATURESV is a tuple for Video Vm that includes features extracted from two measure-
ments: d1, d2 for each eye (j= 1 for left eye and j= 2 for right eye)

FEATURESV = 〈〈featurej=1 (k= 1) , featurej=1 (k= 2)〉,
〈featurej=2 (k= 1) , featurej=2 (k= 2)〉〉

where k represents horizontal direction (k = 1 means movement to the right, and k = 2 means
movement to the left).

Note that d1 and d2 are the distances between the center of iris and the right, and left
boundaries respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.

d1 d2

Figure 1: Depiction of d1, d2, which are the distances between the center of iris and the right,
and left boundaries

G-Transform

G-Transform, as proposed here, is the integral of summation of several sinusoidal waves from
i= 1 to N, N represents the last frame. All the sin waves have the same frequency f with different
amplitudes (amplitude= di, where di is the distance measured from the center of the iris due to
motion of the iris in subsequent frames of a video) and with different phases (phasei = (i− 1)π ).
G-Transform represents several distances measured from the center of the iris due to motion of
the iris in the frames of the videos that represent patients with different strabismus conditions
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including no strabismus (no strabismus will have zero to unnoticed eye movement). It amplifies
the distance and calculates it in one single measurement for each eye.

Method to calculate G-Transform

featurej (k)=
∮ N∑

i=1

sinej (i,k) (2)

where sinej (i,k)= disin ((2π fx− (i− 1)π)) , x= (i− 1) ∗π to i ∗π , and f is constant,

where k represents horizontal direction (k= 1 means movement to the right, and k= 2 means
movement to the left)

The G-Transform for left eye, j= 1

G−Transform (left eye)= (
max

(
featurej=1 (k= 1) , featurej=1 (k= 2)

))
(3)

The G-Transform for right eye, j= 2

G−Transform (righteye)= (
max

(
featurej=2 (k= 1) , featurej=2 (k= 2)

))
(4)

Fig. 2 depicts simulation results showing the correlation between the actual angle of deviation
of strabismus in patients from an actual physician diagnosis, and the G-Transform extracted from
the videos of the patients, in the right eye.

Figure 2: The correlation between actual angle of deviation of strabismus in patients, and the
G-Transform extracted from the videos of the patients in right eye

Fig. 3 depicts Bland–Altman Plot for right eye between the actual angle of deviation of
strabismus in patients from an actual physician diagnosis, and the G-Transform extracted from the
videos of the patients, in the right eye. See Algorithm 1.
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Figure 3: Bland–Altman Plot for right eye

Algorithm 1: Calculate G-Transform
(Input: Video Vm for patient V (consists of N frames)
Output: FEATURESV )
Start
For frame i to N
For j= 1 to 2 // j= 1 means left eye, j= 2 means right eye

x= (i− 1)∗ π ;
Measure d1(j) , d2(j);
Compute sinej [i,k= 1]= d1(j)sin ((2π fx− (i− 1)π)) ; // (f is constant)
Compute sinej [i,k= 2]= d2(j)sin ((2π fx− (i− 1)π)) ; // (f is constant)

(where k represents horizontal direction (k= 1 means movement to the right , K = 2
means movement to the left))

EndFor
EndFor

Compute featurej (k= 1)=
∮ N∑

i=1

sinej [i,k= 1] ;

Compute featurej (k= 2)=
∮ N∑

i=1

sinej [i,k= 2] ;

//The G-Transform for left eye, j =1
Compute G-Transform (left eye)= (

max(featurej=1 (k= 1) , featurej=1 (k= 2))
)

//The G-Transform for right eye, j= 2
Compute G-Transform (right eye)= (

max
(
featurej=2 (k= 1) , featurej=2 (k= 2)

))
;

FEATURESV =G−Transform (left eye) ,G−Transform (right eye) ;
End

Fig. 4 depicts simulation results showing the correlation between the actual angle of deviation
of strabismus in patients from an actual physician diagnosis, and the G-Transform extracted from
the videos of the patients, in the left eye.
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Figure 4: The correlation between actual angle of deviation of strabismus in patients, and the
G-Transform extracted from the videos of the patients in left eye

Fig. 5 depicts Bland–Altman Plot for right eye between the actual angle of deviation of
strabismus in patients from an actual physician diagnosis, and the G-Transform extracted from the
videos of the patients, in the left eye.

Figure 5: Bland–Altman Plot for left eye

The correlation plots in Figs. 2 and 4 for right and left eye respectively, present the positive
correlation between the two measurements namely the actual angle of deviation: A, and the
G-Transform: G. The strong linear relationship occurs between A and G as shown from the figure
where the slope is 1. This line is at a 45-degree angle.
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Pearson’s r in Eq. (5) indicates the kind of association between two variables, for r> 0 and
approaching 1, the r indicates strong positive correlation.

r= 1
n− 1

n∑
i=1

(
xi−x
SDx

) (
yi− y
SDy

)
(5)

We applied r in Eq. (5) to the two variables: the actual angle of deviation of strabismus in
patients, and the G-Transform in both eyes. We used the data in Figs. 2 and 4.

For the right eye: r= 0.92

For the left eye: r= 0.93

This implies the high positive correlation between A and G.

Bland–Altman plots in Figs. 3 and 5, present the agreement between two measurements. The
two measurements are the actual angle of deviation: A, and the G-Transform: G. The difference
between A and G, where the upper and lower dotted lines denote the 1.96 SD, which is the
95% limit of agreement. The unnoted line illustrates the mean of the differences. The difference
between the manual A and the computerized G plotted against the mean of the manual A and G.
As shown, there is no general trend found that indicates that the values of one test to be higher
or lower than the values of the other.

3.2.4 Training
In the training phase we are going to build a decision tree from the actual diagnosis of the

patients. Then a predictor is going to be built from patients’ videos and generate association rules
with the decision tree.

The training phase is summarized as follows:

a. Build the decision tree from FEATURESP for all P.
b. Generate rules from the extracted features, FEATURESP and FEATURESV .

3.2.5 Testing
The testing phase is described as the phase that feeds new and unlabeled videos from the

testing corpus into the system to be classified.

4 The Proposed System

In this section we are introducing the different algorithms that comprises our system. Tab. 3
illustrated an example of the data from labeled videos of patients. The Diagnosis is “no stra-
bismus” in any eye with angle of deviation <5. Otherwise the Diagnosis is strabismus with the
denoted angle of deviation. We have four different diagnosis as such: No Strabismus, Unilateral
Strabismus with angles of deviation equal to �l, Unilateral Strabismus with angles of deviation
equal to �r, or Alternating Strabismus with angles of deviation equal to �l and �r.

As shown in Tab. 3, two more attributes �left and �right are added. They have two values
either “≤5” or “>5”. These two attributes are the feature attributes, and the target attribute is
Diagnosis. We don’t use the attributes �l and �r in building the decision tree, which is depicted
in Fig. 6.

From Tab. 3 we built the ID3 decision tree as depicted in Algorithm 2, using �left and �right
as non-target attributes and diagnosis as target attribute.
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Algorithm 2: ID3 (N, D, S) //Build Decision tree
Input: (N (θ left, θright): the non target attributes
Diagnosis D: The target attribute
Array S: A training set,
Start
If (S is Null)

{Return a single node with the value "Null";
}
If (all tuples in S have the same value)

{Return a node with value=D};
Else

Calculate Gain (θ left, S);
Calculate Gain (θright, S);
If Gain (θ left, S) ≥ Gain (θright, S) then A= θ left else A= θright

Let {a_j|j= 1, 2} be the values of A;
Let {Sub_j|j= 1, 2} be the subsets of S when S is split depending on values of A;
Return a tree with the root A and arcs a_1, a_2 where the arcs points to ID3 (N−{A}, D, Sub_1),
ID3 (N −{A}, D, Sub_2)
}
End

Table 3: Example of labeled videos of patients

�l �r �left �right Diagnosis

0 0 ≤5 ≤5 No strabismus
2 1 ≤5 ≤5 No strabismus
3 4 ≤5 ≤5 No strabismus
4 10 ≤5 >5 Unilateral strabismus with angles of

deviation=�right(i)
4 30 ≤5 >5 Unilateral strabismus with angles of

deviation=�right(i)
. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

20 4 >5 ≤5 Unilateral strabismus with angles of
deviation=�left(i)

25 35 >5 >5 Alternating strabismus with angles
of deviation equal to �left(i) and
�right(i)

27 40 >5 >5 Alternating strabismus with angles
of deviation equal to �left(i) and
�right(i)

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .
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Figure 6: Decision tree from data of real patients depending on angle of deviation from both eyes
and patient diagnosis

Algorithm 3 depicts deciding a diagnose from the decision tree for an arbitrary patient
patient(i) with two known attributes �left(i) and �right(i), and outputs the diagnosis.

Algorithm 3: Get a Diagnose (patient (i))
START

If (θ left(i) > 5
Thenif θright(i) > 5
Then The diagnosis is “Alternating Strabismus with angles of deviation
equal to θ left(i) and θright(i)”

Else
The diagnosis is “Unilateral Strabismus with angles of deviation = θ left(i)”

Endif
Elseif θright (i)> 5

The diagnosis is “Unilateral Strabismus with angles of deviation = θright(i)”
Else

The diagnosis is “No Strabismus”
Endif

END

Algorithm 4 is to generate a method to determine actual diagnosis and actual angles of
deviation of left and right eyes from the G-Transform of both left and right eyes.
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For a new case, we first compute the G-Transform of both eyes, and then we get correspond-
ing �left and �right from the correlation plots that is built from labeled cases from physician
diagnosis (Figs. 2 and 4). Finally, we use the decision tree in Fig. 6 to get a diagnosis.

Algorithm 4: Testing New Patient (input: videox, output: diagnosiscomputerized)
Start
Extract G-Transformleft(m), G-Transformright(m) From videox of the patientx;
Get the corresponding θ left and θright from the correlation Plot built in the training phase;
Get the diagnosis from the decisiom tree D; // The predicted diagnosis is built from
<diagnosesm , θ left(m), θright(m)>

End

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Simulation Description
This study was performed through 192 cases from data set VD-ACTSE dataset [12]. Each

video was 60 frames per second. A leave-out policy was followed, meaning that classification was
done on 170 cases (input data set Sinput) and testing was done on the remaining 22 tested data
set (Stested ). For more accuracy, we repeated the classification 10 times, leaving out a different 22
cases each time. The total testing cases were 220.

Several tables summarizing our results:

• Tab. 4 summarizes different cases. The average deviation according to actual physician
diagnosis and our proposed classifier for both left and right eye are presented. The actual
diagnoses are compared to those of our proposed system. Mismatched happened in 9 cases,
and cases matched in 211. Most of the mismatched were in cases with very small angles
of deviation.

• Tab. 5 shows the confusion matrix to be used in the experiments.
• Tab. 6 shows the actual confusion matrix of the experiments, in which 169 cases were
actually positive and diagnosed as positive (True positive) and 42 true negatives were
predicted correctly. Only 5 positive cases were diagnosed as negative and only 4 negative
case as positive

The evaluation of a classifier is based on its accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity according to
Eqs. (6)–(8) respectively.

accuracy= TP+TN
TP+FP+FN+TN

(6)

sensitivity= TP
TP+FP

(7)

specificity= TN
TN+FN

(8)

where TP is the number of true positives (number of correctly predicted positive cases), TN is the
number of true negatives (number of correctly predicted negative cases), FP is the number of false
positives (number of incorrectly predicted positive cases), and FN is the number of false negatives
(number of incorrectly predicted negative cases). The accuracy of a classifier is the percentage of
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correctly predicted cases among the test set, the sensitivity is the rate of true positives, and the
specificity is the rate of true negatives.

Several figures show our simulation results:

• Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the different cases. The total number of cases, and the
numbers of normal and strabismus cases are plotted, and the output of our proposed
system is presented, showing the different number of cases of strabismus of different types
in the testing set.

• Fig. 8 shows the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of five runs of the classifier, each with
a different set of input data Sinput and a different set of tested data Stested . It also shows
the average accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 200 runs of the classifier, each with a
different set of input data Sinput and different set of tested data Stested .

Table 4: The proposed classifier experimental results versus actual strabismus diagnosis results

Number
of
cases

Actual
strabismus
ave.
deviation
(left eye)

Proposed
classifier
ave.
deviation
(left eye)

Actual
strabismus
ave.
deviation
(right eye)

Proposed
classifier
ave.
deviation
(right eye)

Diagnosis
by
strabismus
using the
decision
tree

Diagnosis
by the
proposed
classifier

Match

25 2.5 3 0 0 No strabismus No strabismus Match
17 4.5 2.8 0 0 No strabismus No strabismus Match
38 11.3 12.5 1.2 2.4 Unilateral strabismus,

Ave. angles of deviation
(left eye)= 10.7

Unilateral
strabismus, Ave.
angles of deviation
(left eye)= 10.5

Match

45 30.3 33.0 2.4 1.2 Unilateral strabismus,
ave. angles of deviation
(left eye)= 29

Unilateral
strabismus, ave.
angles of deviation
(left eye)= 30.5

Match

32 37.5 40.8 12.2 10.4 Alternating strabismus,
ave. angles of deviation
equal to �left= 39.6,
�right= 11.5

Alternating
strabismus, ave.
angles of deviation
equal to
�left= 35.8,
�right= 10

Match

28 2.7 3.2 20.1 21.0 Unilateral strabismus,
ave. angles of deviation
(right eye)= 19.5

Unilateral
strabismus, ave.
angles of deviation
(right eye)= 21.4

Match

26 11.4 12.3 31.4 32.1 Alternating strabismus,
ave. angles of deviation
equal to �left= 11.2,
�right= 32.0

Alternating
strabismus, ave.
angles of deviation
equal to
�left= 11.2,
�right= 31.3

Match

4 0 6 0 5 No strabismus Unilateral
strabismus, ave.
angles of deviation
(left eye)= 5.4

Miss match (false
positive)

5 7 8 0.4 1.1 Unilateral strabismus,
Ave. angles of deviation
(left eye)= 6.4

No strabismus Miss match (false
negative)
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Table 5: Confusion matrix

Predicted cases

Positive Negative

Actual cases Positive TP FN
Negative FP TN

Table 6: Actual confusion matrix for one run of the classifier

Predicted cases

Positive Negative

Actual cases Positive 169 5
Negative 4 42
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Figure 7: Average number of patient cases in 10 runs

5.2 Results of the Deviation Measurement
For the purposes of analyzing the accuracy of the deviation predicted by the proposed

algorithm, the angle of deviation as diagnosed by the physician for each case is considered the
ground truth. The angles of deviation of the proposed computerized method are extracted using
the correlation plots, and then compared with the ground truths. The accuracy of the angle of
deviation measures was computed as the percentage of deviations for which the error between the
prediction and the ground truth was lower than a threshold.

The experiments yielded different match and mismatch cases. 95.9% of the cases were match
cases and predicted correctly; 4.1% were light cases and could not be detected from the videos.
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Figure 8: Accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of five different runs, and the average accuracy,
average sensitivity, and average specificity of 200 runs

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a novel method for detecting and measuring strabismus.
The method uses classification and feature-extraction techniques. The former is used to classify
videos based on the labeled case videos of actual diagnosis. The latter is used to extract eye
features from videos and define rules for future diagnosis. The algorithms used MPEG videos of
subjects undergoing the cover test to predict the results. Training of the system was done by first
classifying the actual cases by diagnosis and then generating matching rules from the displacement
measurements of the movement of the iris. We validated the method using the ground truth of
the deviations from the database of the actual diagnoses of the cases.

The experimental results suggest that our computerized system can perform to a high accuracy
in evaluating strabismus deviation. The proposed system achieved a satisfying accuracy. The
classifier was tested using a set of testing videos (testing corpora). The results showed 95.9%
accuracy, 4.1% were light cases and could not be detected correctly from the videos, half of them
were false positive and the other half was false negative.

Despite the promising results, the proposed method has to be validated in a bigger volume
of videos. The system should also detect other types of strabismus.
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